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Abstract

Supervised deep learning-based hash and vector quan-
tization are enabling fast and large-scale image retrieval
systems. By fully exploiting label annotations, they are
achieving outstanding retrieval performances compared
to the conventional methods. However, it is painstak-
ing to assign labels precisely for a vast amount of train-
ing data, and also, the annotation process is error-prone.
To tackle these issues, we propose the first deep unsu-
pervised image retrieval method dubbed Self-supervised
Product Quantization (SPQ) network, which is label-free
and trained in a self-supervised manner. We design a Cross
Quantized Contrastive learning strategy that jointly learns
codewords and deep visual descriptors by comparing in-
dividually transformed images (views). Our method ana-
lyzes the image contents to extract descriptive features, al-
lowing us to understand image representations for accurate
retrieval. By conducting extensive experiments on bench-
marks, we demonstrate that the proposed method yields
state-of-the-art results even without supervised pretraining.

1. Introduction
Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search has re-

ceived much attention in image retrieval research due to
its low storage cost and fast search speed. There are two
mainstream approaches in the ANN research, one is Hash-
ing [42], and the other is Vector Quantization (VQ) [16].
Both methods aim to transform high-dimensional image
data into compact binary codes while preserving the seman-
tic similarity, where the difference lies in measuring the dis-
tance between the binary codes.

In the case of hashing methods [7, 43, 17, 15, 32], the
distance between binary codes is calculated using the Ham-
ming distance, i.e., a simple XOR operation. However, this
approach has a limitation that the distance can be repre-
sented with only a few distinct values, where the complex
distance representation is incapable. To alleviate this issue,
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Figure 1. Comparison between (a) contrastive learning and (b)
cross quantized contrastive learning. The separately sampled two
transformations (t, t′ ∼ T ) are applied on an image x to gen-
erate two different views x̃i and x̃j , and corresponding deep de-
scriptor x̂i and x̂j are obtained from the feature extractor F(·),
respectively. The feature representations in contrastive learning
are achieved by comparing the similarity between the projection
head outputs ẑi and ẑj . Instead of projection, we introduce the
quantization head, which collects codebooks of product quantiza-
tion. By maximizing cross-similarity between the deep descriptor
of one view and the product quantized descriptor of the other, both
codewords and deep descriptors are jointly trained to contain dis-
criminative image content representations.

VQ-based methods [23, 13, 24, 2, 48, 3, 49] have been pro-
posed, exploiting quantized real-valued vectors in distance
measurement instead. Among these, Product Quantization
(PQ) [23] is one of the best methods, delivering the retrieval
results very fast and accurately.

The essence of PQ is to decompose a high-dimensional
space of feature vectors (image descriptors) into a Carte-
sian product of several subspaces. Then, each of the im-
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age descriptors is divided into several subvectors according
to the subspaces, and the subvectors are clustered to form
centroids. As a result, Codebook of each subspace is con-
figured with corresponding centroids (codewords), which
are regarded as quantized representations of the images.
The distance between two different binary codes in the PQ
scheme is asymmetrically approximated by utilizing real-
valued codewords with look-up table, resulting in richer dis-
tance representations than the hashing.

Recently, supervised deep hashing methods [44, 5, 22,
29, 47] show promising results for large-scale image re-
trieval systems. However, since binary hash codes can-
not be directly applied to learn deep continuous represen-
tations, performance degradation is inevitable compared to
the retrieval using real vectors. To address this problem,
quantization-based deep image retrieval approaches have
been proposed in [20, 4, 46, 31, 26, 21]. By introducing dif-
ferentiable quantization methods on continuous deep image
feature vectors (deep descriptors), direct learning of deep
representations is allowed in the real-valued space.

Although deep supervised image retrieval systems pro-
vide outstanding performances, they need expensive train-
ing data annotations. Hence, deep unsupervised hashing
methods have also been proposed [30, 11, 39, 50, 41, 14, 36,
45, 37], which investigate the image similarity to discover
semantically distinguishable binary codes without annota-
tions. However, while quantization-based methods have ad-
vantages over hashing-based ones, only limited studies exist
that adopt quantization for deep unsupervised retrieval. For
example, [35] employed pre-extracted visual descriptors in-
stead of images for the unsupervised quantization.

In this paper, we propose the first unsupervised end-to-
end deep quantization-based image retrieval method; Self-
supervised Product Quantization (SPQ) network, which
jointly learns the feature extractor and the codewords. As
shown in Figure 1, the main idea of SPQ is based on
self-supervised contrastive learning [8, 40, 6]. We regard
that two different “views” (individually transformed out-
puts) of a single image are correlated, and conversely, the
views generated from other images are uncorrelated. To
train PQ codewords, we introduce Cross Quantized Con-
trastive learning, which maximizes the cross-similarity be-
tween the correlated deep descriptor and the product quan-
tized descriptor. This strategy leads both deep descriptors
and PQ codewords to become discriminative, allowing the
SPQ framework to achieve high retrieval accuracy.

To demonstrate the efficiency of our proposal, we con-
duct experiments under various training conditions. Specif-
ically, unlike previous methods that utilize pretrained model
weights learned from a large labeled dataset, we conduct ex-
periments with “truly” unsupervised settings where human
supervision is excluded. Despite the absence of label infor-
mation, SPQ achieves state-of-the-art performance.

The contributions of our work are summarized as:

• To the best of our knowledge, SPQ is the first deep un-
supervised quantization-based image retrieval scheme,
where both feature extraction and quantization are in-
cluded in a single framework and trained in a self-
supervised fashion.

• By introducing cross quantized contrastive learning
strategy, the deep descriptors and the PQ codewords
are jointly learned from two different views, delivering
discriminative representations to obtain high retrieval
scores.

• Extensive experiments on fast image retrieval proto-
col datasets verify that our SPQ shows state-of-the-art
retrieval performance even for the truly unsupervised
settings.

2. Related Works
This section categorizes image retrieval algorithms re-

garding whether or not deep learning is utilized (conven-
tional versus deep methods) and briefly explains the ap-
proaches. For a more comprehensive understanding, refer
to a survey paper [42].
Conventional methods. One of the most common strate-
gies for fast image retrieval is hashing. For some examples,
Locality Sensitivity Hashing (LSH) [7] employed random
linear projections to hash. Spectral Hashing (SH) [43] and
Discrete Graph Hashing (DGH) [32] exploited graph-based
approaches to preserve data similarity of the original feature
space. K-means Hashing (KMH) [17] and Iterative Quan-
tization (ITQ) [15] focused on minimizing quantization er-
rors that occur when mapping the original feature to discrete
binary codes.

Another fast image retrieval strategy is vector quantiza-
tion. There are Product Quantization (PQ) [23] and its im-
proved variants; Optimized PQ (OPQ) [13], Locally Opti-
mized PQ (LOPQ) [24], and methods with different quan-
tizers, such as Additive [2], Composite [48], Tree [3], and
Sparse Composite Quantizers [49]. Our SPQ belongs to the
PQ family, where the deep feature data space is divided into
several disjoint subspaces. The divided deep subvectors are
then trained with our proposed loss function to find the op-
timal codewords.
Deep methods. Supervised deep convolutional neural net-
work (CNN)-based hashing approaches [44, 5, 22, 29, 47]
have shown superior performance in many image retrieval
tasks. There are also quantization-based deep image re-
trieval methods [4, 26], which use pretrained CNNs and
fine-tune the network to train robust codewords together.
For improvement, the metric learning schemes are applied
in [46, 31, 21] to learn codewords and deep representations
together with the pairwise semantic similarity. Note that we
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Figure 2. An illustration of feature extraction, quantization, and training procedure in SPQ. Randomly sampled data augmentation tech-
niques (tn ∼ T ) are applied on x1 and x2 to produce transformed images (different views). There are two trainable components; (1)
CNN-based feature extractor F , and (2) quantization head Q, which collects multiple codebooks to conduct product quantization. For
example, we set up two codebooks C1 and C2, and illustrate 2D conceptual Voronoi diagram in Q. The original feature space of deep de-
scriptor (feature vector x̂n ∈ RD) is divided into two subspaces and generates subvectors; xnm where m = {1, 2} and xnm ∈ RD/2. By
employing soft quantizer qm(·) on each xnm, the sub-quantized descriptor znm = qm(xnm) is approximated with the combination of the
codewords. Notably, subvectors representing similar features are allocated to the same codeword. The output product quantized descriptor
ẑn ∈ RD is obtained by concatenating the sub-quantized descriptors along the D-dimension. For better understanding, we paint the
feature representations related to x1 in blue, and x2 in red. Taking into account the cross-similarity between x̂ and ẑ as: x̂1 ↔ {ẑ2, ẑ4},
x̂2 ↔ {ẑ1, ẑ3}, x̂3 ↔ {ẑ2, ẑ4}, and x̂4 ↔ {ẑ1, ẑ3}, the network is trained to understand the discriminative image contents, while
simultaneously collecting frequently occurring local patterns into the codewords.

also utilize a type of metric learning, i.e., contrastive learn-
ing; however, our method requires no label information in
learning the codewords.

Regarding unsupervised deep image retrieval, most
works are based on hashing. To be specific, generative
mechanisms are utilized in [11, 39, 50, 14], and graph-based
techniques are employed in [36, 37]. Notably, DeepBit [30]
has a similar concept to SPQ in that the distance between
the transformed image and the original one is minimized.
However, the hash code representation has a limitation in
that only a simple rotational transformation is exploited. In
terms of deep quantization, there only exists a study dubbed
Unsupervised Neural Quantization (UNQ) [35], which uses
pre-extracted visual descriptors instead of employing the
image itself to find the codewords.

To improve the quality of image descriptors and code-
words for unsupervised deep PQ-based retrieval, we con-
figure SPQ with a feature extractor to explore the entire im-
age information. Then, we jointly learn every component
of SPQ in a self-supervised fashion. Similar to [8, 40, 6],
the full knowledge of the dataset is augmented with sev-
eral transformations such as crop and resize, flip, color dis-
tortion, and Gaussian blurring. By cross-contrasting differ-
ently augmented images, both image descriptors and code-
words become discriminative to achieve a high retrieval
score.

3. Self-supervised Product Quantization

3.1. Overall Framework

The goal of an image retrieval model is to learn a map-
ping R : x 7→ b where R denotes the overall system, x is
an image included in a dataset X = {xn}Nn=1 of N train-
ing samples, and b̂ is a B-bits binary code b̂ ∈ {0, 1}B.
As shown in Figure 2,R of the SPQ contains a deep CNN-
based feature extractor F(x; θF ) which outputs a compact
deep descriptor (feature vector) x ∈ RD. Any CNN archi-
tecture can be exploited as a feature extractor, as long as it
can handle fully connected layer, e.g. AlexNet [28], VGG
[38], or ResNet [18]. We configure the baseline network ar-
chitecture with ResNet50 that generally shows outstanding
performance in image representation learning, and details
are reported in section 4.2.

Regarding the quantization for fast image retrieval, R
employs M codebooks in the quantization head Q(x̂; θQ)
of {C1, ..., CM} ⊂ Q, where Ci consists of K codewords
c ∈ RD/M as Cm = {cm1, ..., cmK}. PQ is conducted
in Q by dividing the deep feature space into the Cartesian
product of multiple subspaces. Every codebook of corre-
sponding subspace exhibits several distinctive characteris-
tics representing the image dataset X . Each codeword be-
longing to the codebook infers a clustered centroid of a di-
vided deep descriptor, which aims to hold a local pattern
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that frequently occurs. During quantization, similar prop-
erties between images are shared by being assigned to the
same codeword, whereas distinguishable features have dif-
ferent codewords. As a result, various distance representa-
tions for efficient image retrieval are achieved.

3.2. Self-supervised Training

For better understanding, we briefly describe the training
scheme of SPQ in Algorithm 1, where θF and θQ denote
trainable parameters of feature extractor and quantization
head, respectively, and γ is a learning rate. In this case, θQ
represents a collection of codebooks. The training scheme
and quantization process of SPQ are detailed below.

First of all, to conduct deep learning with F and Q in
an end-to-end manner, and make the whole codewords con-
tribute to training, we need to solve the infeasible derivative
calculation of hard assignment quantization. For this, fol-
lowing the method in [46], we introduce soft quantization
on the quantization head with the soft quantizer qm(·) as:

znm =

K∑
k

exp(−∥xnm − cmk∥22/τq)∑K
k′ exp(−∥xnm − cmk′∥22/τq)

cmk (1)

where τq is a non-negative temperature parameter that
scales the input of the softmax, and ∥·∥22 denotes the
squared Euclidean distance to measure the similarity be-
tween inputs. In this fashion, the sub-quantized descriptor
znm = qm(xnm; τq, Cm) can be regarded as an exponential
weighted sum of the codewords that belong to Cm. Note
that the entire codewords in the codebook are utilized to ap-
proximate the quantized output, where the closest codeword
contributes the most.

Besides, unlike previous deep PQ approaches [46, 21],
we exclude intra-normalization [1] which is known to mini-
mize the impact of burst visual features when concatenating
sub-quantized descriptors to obtain the whole product quan-
tized descriptor ẑ. Since our SPQ is trained without any hu-
man supervision, which assists in finding distinct features,
we focus on catching dominant visual features rather than
balancing the influence of every codebook.

To learn the deep descriptors and the codewords together,
we propose cross quantized contrastive learning scheme.
Inspired by contrastive learning [8, 40, 6], we attempt to
compare the deep descriptors and the product quantized de-
scriptors of various views (transformed images). As ob-
served in Figure 2, the deep descriptor and the product
quantized descriptor are treated as correlated if the views
are originated from the same image, whereas uncorrelated
if the views are originated from the different images. Note
that, to increase the generalization capacity of the code-
words, the correlation between the deep descriptor and the
quantized descriptor of itself (x̂n and ẑn) is ignored. This

is because the contribution of other codewords decreases
when the agreement between the subvector and the nearest
codeword is maximized.

For a given mini-batch of size NB , we randomly sam-
ple NB examples from the database X and apply a ran-
dom combination of augmentation techniques to each im-
age twice to generate 2NB data points (views). Inspired
from [9, 8, 6], we take into account that two separate views
of the same image (x̃i, x̃j) are correlated, and the other
2(NB − 1) views originating from different images within
a mini-batch are uncorrelated. On this assumption, we de-
sign a cross quantized contrastive loss function to learn the
correlated pair of examples (i, j) as:

ℓ(i,j) = − log
exp (S(i, j)/τcqc)∑NB

n=1 1[n′ ̸=j] exp (S(i, n′)/τcqc)
(2)

where n′ =

{
2n− 1 if j is odd
2n else

, S(i, j) denotes a cosine

similarity between x̂i and ẑj , τcqc is a non-negative temper-
ature parameter, and 1[n′ ̸=j] ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator that
evaluates to 1 iff n′ ̸= j. Notably, to reduce redundancy
between x̂i and ẑi which are similar to each other, the loss
is computed for the half of the uncorrelated samples in the
batch. The cosine similarity is used as a distance measure
to avoid the norm deviations between x̂ and ẑ .

Algorithm 1 SPQ’s main learning algorithm.
Input: Trainable parameters : θF , θQ, batch size NB

1: for sampled mini-batch {xn}NB
n=1 do

2: for n in {1,. . . ,NB} do
3: draw two transformations t2n−1 ∼ T , t2n ∼ T
4: x̃2n−1 ← t2n−1(xn)
5: x̃2n ← t2n(xn)
6: x̂2n−1, x̂2n = F(x̃2n−1),F(x̃2n)
7: ẑ2n−1, ẑ2n = Q(x̂2n−1),Q(x̂2n)
8: end for
9: for i in {1,. . . ,NB} and j in {1,. . . ,NB} do

10: S(2i− 1, 2j) = x̂T
2i−1ẑ2j/(∥x̂2i−1∥∥ẑ2j∥)

11: S(2i, 2j − 1) = x̂T
2iẑ2j−1/(∥x̂2i∥∥ẑ2j−1∥)

12: end for
13: Lcqc =

1
2NB

∑NB

n=1

(
ℓ(2n−1,2n) + ℓ(2n,2n−1)

)
14: θF ← θF − γ

∂Lcqc

∂θF

15: θQ ← θQ − γ
∂Lcqc

∂θQ
16: end for
Output: Updated θF , θQ

Concerning the data augmentation for generating various
views, we employ five popular techniques: (1) resized crop
to treat local, global, and adjacent views, (2) horizontal flip
to handle mirrored inputs, (3) color jitter to deal with color
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distortions, (4) grayscale to focus more on intensity, and (5)
Gaussian blur to cope with noise in the image. The default
setup is directly taken from [8], where all transformations
are randomly applied in a sequential manner (1-5). Excep-
tionally, we modify color jitter strength as 0.5 to fit in SPQ,
following the empirical observation. In the end, SPQ is ca-
pable of interpreting contents in the image by contrasting
different views of images in a self-supervised way.

3.3. Retrieval

Image retrieval is performed in two steps, similar to PQ
[23]. First, the retrieval database consisting of binary codes
is configured with a dataset Xg = {xn}

Ng

n=1 of Ng gallery
images. By employing F , the deep descriptor x̂n is ob-
tained from xn and divided into M equal-length subvectors
as x̂n = [xn1, ...,xnM ]. Then, the nearest codeword of
each subvector xnm is searched by computing the squared
Euclidean distance (∥·∥22) between the subvector and every
codeword in the codebook Cm. Then, the index of the near-
est codeword k∗ is formatted as a binary code to generate a
sub-binary code bnm. Finally, all the sub-binary codes are
concatenated to generate the M · log2(K)-bits binary code
b̂n, where b̂n = [bn1, ...,bnM ]. We repeat this process
for all gallery images to build a binary encoded retrieval
database.

Moving on to the retrieval stage, we apply the same F
and dividing process on a query image xq to extract x̂q and a
set of its subvectors as x̂q = [xq1, ...,xqM ]. The Euclidean
distance is utilized to measure the similarity between the
subvectors and every codeword of all codebooks to con-
struct a pre-computed look-up table. The distance calcu-
lation between the query and the gallery is asymmetrically
approximated and accelerated by summing up the look-up
results.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

To evaluate the performance of SPQ, we conduct com-
prehensive experiments on three public benchmark datasets,
following experimental protocols in recent unsupervised
deep image retrieval methods [50, 45, 37].
CIFAR-10 [27] contains 60,000 images with the size of
32 × 32 in 10 class labels, and each class has 6,000 im-
ages. We select 5,000 images per class as a training set, 100
images per class as a query set. The entire training set of
50,000 images are utilized to build a retrieval database.
FLICKR25K [19] consists 25,000 images with various res-
olutions collected from the Flickr website. Every image is
manually annotated with at least one of the 24 semantic la-
bels. We randomly take 2,000 images as a query set and
employ the remaining 23,000 images to build a retrieval
database, of which 5,000 images are utilized for training.

NUS-WIDE [10] has nearly 270,000 images with various
resolutions in 81 unique labels, where each image belongs
to one or more labels. We pick out images containing the 21
most frequent categories to perform experiments with a total
of 169,643. We randomly choose a total of 10,500 images
as a training set with each category being at least 500, a total
of 2,100 images as a query set with each category being at
least 100, and the rest images as a retrieval database.

Table 1. Composition of three benchmark datasets.

Dataset # Train # Query # Retrieval # Class

CIFAR-10 50,000 10,000 50,000 10
FLICKR25K 5,000 2,000 23,000 24
NUS-WIDE 10,500 2,100 157,043 21

4.2. Experimental Settings

Evaluation Metrics. We employ mean Average Precision
(mAP) to evaluate the retrieval performance. Specifically,
in the case of multi-label image retrieval on FLICKR25K
and NUS-WIDE dataset, it is considered relevant even if
only one of the labels matches. We vary the number of bits
allocated to the binary code as {16, 32, 64} to measure the
mAP scores of the retrieval approaches, mAP@1,000 for
CIFAR-10 dataset and mAP@5,000 for FLICKR25K and
NUS-WIDE datasets, following the evaluation method in
[37, 45]. In addition, by employing 64-bits hash codes of
different algorithms, we draw Precision-Recall curves (PR)
to compare the precisions at different recall levels and report
Precision curves with respect to 1,000 top returned samples
(P@1,000) to contrast the ratio of results retrieved correctly.
Implementation details. There are three baseline ap-
proaches that we categorize to make a comparison. Specif-
ically, (1) shallow methods without deep learning, based
on hashing: LSH [7], SH [43], ITQ [15], and based on
product quantization: PQ [23], OPQ [13] LOPQ [24], (2)
deep semi-unsupervised methods: DeepBit [30], Greedy-
Hash [41], DVB [36], DistillHash [45], TBH [37], and (3)
deep truly unsupervised methods: SGH [11], HashGAN
[14], BinGAN [50], BGAN [39]. The terms “semi” and
“truly” indicate whether the pretrained model weights are
utilized or not. Both semi and truly training conditions can
be applied to SPQ; however, we take the truly unsupervised
model that has the advantage of not requiring human super-
vision as the baseline.

To evaluate the shallow and deep semi-unsupervised
methods, we employ ImageNet pretrained model weights
of AlexNet [28] or VGG16 [38] to utilize fc 7 features,
following the experimental settings of [45, 36, 37]. Since
those models take only fixed-size inputs, we need to resize
all images to 224× 224, by upscaling the small images and
downsampling the large ones. In the case of evaluating deep
truly unsupervised methods, including SPQ, the same re-
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Table 2. mAP scores of different retrieval methods on three benchmark datasets.

Method CIFAR-10 FLICKR25K NUS-WIDE
16-bits 32-bits 64-bits 16-bits 32-bits 64-bits 16-bits 32-bits 64-bits

Shallow Methods without Deep Learning

LSH [7] 0.132 0.158 0.167 0.583 0.589 0.593 0.432 0.441 0.443

SH [43] 0.272 0.285 0.300 0.591 0.592 0.602 0.510 0.512 0.518

ITQ [15] 0.305 0.325 0.349 0.610 0.622 0.624 0.627 0.645 0.664

PQ [23] 0.237 0.259 0.272 0.601 0.612 0.626 0.452 0.464 0.479

OPQ [13] 0.297 0.314 0.323 0.620 0.626 0.629 0.565 0.579 0.598

LOPQ [24] 0.314 0.320 0.355 0.614 0.634 0.635 0.620 0.655 0.670

Deep Semi-unsupervised Methods

DeepBit [30] 0.220 0.249 0.277 0.593 0.593 0.620 0.454 0.463 0.477

GreedyHash [41] 0.448 0.473 0.501 0.689 0.699 0.701 0.633 0.691 0.731

DVB [36] 0.403 0.422 0.446 0.614 0.655 0.658 0.677 0.632 0.665

DistillHash [45] 0.454 0.469 0.489 0.696 0.706 0.708 0.667 0.675 0.677

TBH [37] 0.532 0.573 0.578 0.702 0.714 0.720 0.717 0.725 0.735

Deep truly unsupervised Methods

SGH [11] 0.435 0.437 0.433 0.616 0.628 0.625 0.593 0.590 0.607

HashGAN [14] 0.447 0.463 0.481 - - - - - -

BinGAN [50] 0.476 0.512 0.520 0.663 0.679 0.688 0.654 0.709 0.713

BGAN [39] 0.525 0.531 0.562 0.671 0.686 0.695 0.684 0.714 0.730

SPQ (Ours) 0.768 0.793 0.812 0.757 0.769 0.778 0.766 0.774 0.785

sized images of FLICKR25K and NUS-WIDE datasets are
used for simplicity, and the original resolution images of
CIFAR-10 are used to reduce computational load.

Our implementation of SPQ is based on PyTorch with
NVIDIA Tesla V100 32GB Tensor Core GPU. Following
the observations in recent self-supervised learning studies
[8, 6], we set the baseline network architecture as a standard
ResNet50 [18] for FLICKR25K and NUS-WIDE datasets.
In the case of the CIFAR-10 dataset with much smaller im-
ages, we set the baseline as a standard ResNet18 [18], and
modify the number of filters as same as ResNet50.

For network training, we adopt Adam [25] and decay
the learning rate with the cosine scheduling without restarts
[33] and set the batch size NB as 256. We fix the dimension
of the subvector x and the codeword c to D/M = 16, and
also the number of codewords to K = 24. Consequently,
the number codebooks M is changed to {4, 8, 16} because
M · log2(K)-bits are needed to obtain {16, 32, 64}-bits bi-
nary code. The temperature parameter τq and τcqc are set as
5 and 0.5, respectively. Data augmentation is operated with
Kornia [12] library, and each transformation is applied with
the same probability as the settings in [8].

4.3. Results

The mAP results on three different image retrieval
datasets are listed in Table 2, showing that SPQ substan-
tially outperforms all the compared methods in every bit-
length. Additionally, referring to Figures 3 and 4, SPQ is
demonstrated to be the most desirable retrieval system.

First of all, compared to the best shallow method LOPQ
[24], SPQ reveals a performance improvement of more than
46%p, 13%p, and 11.6%p in the average mAP on CIFAR-
10, FLICKR25K, and NUS-WIDE, respectively. The rea-
son for the more pronounced difference for CIFAR-10 is
because the shallow methods involve an unnecessary up-
scaling process to utilize the ImageNet pretrained deep fea-
tures. SPQ has an advantage over shallow methods in that
various and suitable neural architectures can be accommo-
dated for feature extraction and end-to-end learning.

Second, in contrast to the best deep semi-unsupervised
method TBH [37], SPQ yields 23%p, 4.6%p, and 3.9%p
higher average mAP scores on CIFAR-10, FLICKR25K,
and NUS-WIDE, respectively. Even in the absence of prior
information such as pretrained model weights, SPQ well
distinguishes the contents within the image by comparing
multiple views of training samples.
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Figure 3. Precision-Recall curves on three benchmark datasets with binary codes @ 64-bits.
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Figure 4. Precision@top-1000 curves on three benchmark datasets with binary codes @ 64-bits.

Lastly, even with the truly unsupervised setup, SPQ
achieves state-of-the-art retrieval accuracy. Specifically, un-
like previous hashing-based truly unsupervised methods,
SPQ introduces differentiable product quantization to the
unsupervised image retrieval system for the first time. By
considering cross-similarity between different views in a
self-supervised way, deep descriptors and codewords are al-
lowed to be discriminative.

4.4. Empirical Analysis

4.4.1 Ablation Study

We configure five variants of SPQ to investigate: (1) SPQ-
C that replaces cross-quantized contrastive learning with
contrastive learning by comparing ẑi and ẑj , (2) SPQ-
H, employing hard quantization instead of soft quantiza-
tion, (3) SPQ-Q that employs standard vector quantization,
which does not divide the feature space and directly uti-
lize entire feature vector to build the codebook, (4) SPQ-
S that exploits pretrained model weights to conduct deep
semi-unsupervised image retrieval, and (5)SPQ-V, utilizing
VGG16 network architecture as the baseline.

As reported in Table 3, we can observe that each com-
ponent of SPQ contributes sufficiently to performance im-
provement. Comparison with SPQ-C confirms that consid-

Table 3. mAP scores of the previous best method, SPQ and its
variants on three benchmark datasets @ 32-bits.

Method CIFAR-10 FLICKR25K NUS-WIDE

TBH [37] 0.573 0.714 0.725

SPQ-C 0.763 0.751 0.756

SPQ-H 0.745 0.736 0.742

SPQ-Q 0.734 0.733 0.738

SPQ-S 0.814 0.781 0.788

SPQ-V 0.761 0.749 0.753

SPQ 0.793 0.769 0.774

ering cross-similarity rather than comparing quantized out-
puts delivers more efficient image retrieval results. From
the results of SPQ-H, we find that soft quantization is more
suitable for learning codewords. The retrieval outcomes
with SPQ-Q, which shows the biggest performance gap
with SPQ, explain that product quantization leads to ac-
complishing precise search results by increasing the amount
of distance representation. Notably, SPQ-S, which utilizes
ImageNet pretrained model weights for network initializa-
tion, outperforms truly unsupervised SPQ. In this observa-
tion, we can see that although SPQ demonstrates the best
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Figure 5. t-SNE visualization of deep representations learned by BinGAN, TBH, and SPQ on CIFAR-10 query set respectively.
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Figure 6. Sensitivity investigation of hyper-parameters according
to the color jitter strengths on CIFAR-10 @ 32-bits.
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Figure 7. SPQ retrieval results on CIFAR-10 @ 32-bits.

retrieval accuracy without any human guidance, better re-
sults can be obtained with some label information. Al-
though SPQ-V is inferior to ResNet-based SPQ, its perfor-
mance still surpasses existing state-of-the-art retrieval algo-
rithms, which proves the excellence of the PQ-based self-
supervised learning scheme.

Besides, we explore an hyper-parameter (τq and τcqc)
sensitivity according to the color jitter strength in Figure 6.
In general, the difference in performance due to the change
of hyper-parameters is insignificant; however, the effect of
the color jitter strength is pronounced. As a result, we con-
firm that SPQ is robust to hyper-parameters, and input data
preparation is an important factor.

4.4.2 Visualization

As illustrated in Figure 5, we employ t-SNE [34] to examine
the distribution of deep representations of BinGAN, TBH,
and our SPQ, where BinGAN and SPQ are trained under
the truly unsupervised setting. Nonetheless, our SPQ scat-
ters data samples most distinctly where each color denotes
a different class label. Furthermore, we show the actual re-
turned images in Figure 7. Interestingly, not only images
of the same category but also images with visually similar
contents are retrieved, like a cat appears in the dog retrieval
results.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel deep self-

supervised learning-based fast image retrieval method, Self-
supervised Product Quantization (SPQ) network. By em-
ploying a product quantization scheme, we built the first
end-to-end unsupervised learning framework for image re-
trieval. We introduced a cross quantized contrastive learn-
ing strategy to learn the deep representations and codewords
to discriminate the image contents while clustering local
patterns at the same time. Despite the absence of any su-
pervised label information, our SPQ yields state-of-the-art
retrieval results on three large-scale benchmark datasets.
As future research, we expect performance gain by con-
trasting more views within a batch, which needs a better
computing environment. Our code is publicly available at
https://github.com/youngkyunJang/SPQ.
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